Potential Scenarios School Year 20-21
What will the 20-21school year look like; no one at the moment has an answer. It is the
district’s understanding that at some point, the Commissioner of Education will give
guidance. In the interim, the district has created some possible case scenarios that we
would like feedback on from the community. To complete an online survey about which
scenario you feel would be best for your family, click this link:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc9e7mlNKB32_X5IDErU3fNbwopyAozCMo
UqZtqohJcsV0tFg/viewform?usp=sf_link
The district will use this information to communicate with the commissioner your
thoughts. If the commissioner leaves the districts to make the decision, we will use your
feedback to guide our final thoughts. Please feel free to express to us why you like the
scenario and any other ideas for possible scenarios. If you prefer, you may call us at
978-249-2400 or send an email to sfemino@arrsd.org as well.
Scenario
A

Return to school with a regular schedule. Protocols are put in place to keep numbers of
students convening in one space at a minimum. Protocols could include lunch in classrooms,
entrance, and exit building from different doors by grade, taking students and staff temp, and
requiring them to wear masks—extra medical staff on to support health checks. Desks placed
further apart etc.

B

Staggered schedule where half the school comes in the morning and half the school comes in
the afternoon to ensure social distancing and smaller class sizes. Protocols to keep everyone
social distancing would be in place.

C

Staggered schedule where the district would run on a three day in, three-day remote learning
scenario for students. Half the class would come in the first three days, and the other
students would stay home. The schedule would flip for days 4,5 and 6.

D

All students’ grades K-6 would come to school every day with smaller class sizes spread
across three buildings instead of two. Students in grades 7-12 would come to school every
other week and would have online learning every other week. Protocols to keep everyone
social distancing would be in place.

E

Parents choose online learning or in school learning for students. All classes would telecast
class for online learning students to take part in. Protocols to keep everyone social distancing
would be in place.

F

Return to school with a regular schedule. At times all students would be ordered to be at
home by the governor. Students would have classes hosted online when orders were in
place. Protocols are put in place to keep numbers of students convening in one space at a
minimum.

G

Half the students come in Monday and Tuesday. Wednesday a deep cleaning in all
classrooms and teacher prep and PD. Thursday and Friday other half of students come in.
Option for online learning: teacher records the lesson and broadcasts to students doing at
home learning.

